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Mr. Taylor: When this class ended yesterday, I was looking down at Page 3,

Page 2 rather, I didn't number the charts that I gave at the bottom

of Page 2. I will make a few notes about that in a couple of minutes,

but in the meantime, (I print things in gr t quantity). Don't be

disturbed by that " If you don't use them once, you use them later.

IEW If nothing else, use them for scratch paper! But

under the sytem of passing things out that I mentioned yesterday.
I have a fewer of you to pay, but here is page 3. Under the system
of yesterday this is Page 3. We change colors often in my notes

because that breaks up the monotony of one color. Page 3. The

color sometimes matches the individuals too. You have to be very

careful with it. I am very in my concepts. Well,

that is 3 and this is 4.

(Student talks in background, apparently asks question. Mr. Taylor

responds but not clearly.)

Mr. Taylor: Sometimes. You know they are really hard exams.

Student: They are

Mr. Taylor: When a professor says: It is an open book exam -- Of course, all

of my Hebrew tests are open book exams. It just happens to be

open Hebrew Bible.

Student: I need another set. I gave mine to the gentleman in back.

moppi

Mr. Taylor: I'm sorry. Okay. Good.

IMay need a couple of sets myself.

Mr. Taylor: W" talking about the matter of unfulfilled predictions, and I had

gone through the chart in Egypt, which is kind of an English Bible

Study. Most of us can profit by that because we read that better than

most other things. So we have worked through that particular step,
and I had pointed out down at the bottom of page 2 the three areas in

which the unfulfilled prophecies regarding Egypt z in particular
line. I mentioned that based on the pattern of Eeldel 30 you may
see a clue that indicates the vast time period between various sections
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